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it's definitely of great interest to me to see what kind of technical side is being researched, at least, with the huge movies. i'm not sure that there is a huge difference, for instance, between how a blogger works, or how a cinema guy or the director uses word processes to make a film. in the end, we're all communicating with our words. at some point, i discovered that alfred (anthony ingruber) had worked as a third
assistant director on the dark knight and that he had more than 70 years experience. he was a very experienced person. when i asked why they call writers joe shuster and harry donenfeld for the creators of superman, he explained that they were the creators of the superman story, not superman (although i must admit that i wasn't familiar with their works before i was interviewing him). in batman and superman, a

group of bold young criminals, referred to as the “gang of the dark knight” by the police, attacked the grounds of wayne manor in order to retrieve a massive cache of lead bullets. although not widely reported at the time, many interesting details of the incident were reported in a 1939 issue of batman’s favorite journal, detective comics, then titled batman's whole life story. the issue recounted the previously
unmentioned fact that the robbery had been led by an underage criminal who planned the mission on the strength of a written prophecy attributed to the 16-year-old albert saunders, a child of wealthy parents. if you are like me, you might spend some time watching movies, reading books or listening to music and start thinking about how different of an artistic experience each of those are. the comparison is not

entirely relevant, since it's the job of a media critic to compare the media we watch to the work of artists. but i find it interesting to consider the ideas of media and art through the lens of those different forms. cinema is the perfect medium to explore this concept. i remember watching a german documentary about wagner a few years ago, which was interesting, but i realized later that the author had done something
a little weird: on the dvd extras he included a free copy of siegfried with an introduction by himself explaining how the plot was based on his book. when you watch it, you clearly can tell that is not the original story, but a reinterpretation. as the movie progresses, it tells a different story than the book. there's even a scene in the movie that didn't exist in wagner's original manuscript! so this question is more than a

simple comparison about what is more or less accurate; it's a question about how the idea of telling a story in a medium differs from the idea of making a work of art.
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This is a chance to see Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, and Lex Luthor go up
against each other in a fight that promises to be the most epic (and fun) battle of
the 21st century. The suspense of the climactic showdown is all-consuming. The
attention to detail is impressive -- every costume is anachronistically accurate;

the fight scenes are thunderously detailed, action-packed, and yet, never dumbed
down. The acting is solid across the board, but Jonah Hill steals a scene as a

shambling, unkillable villain. Ben Affleck, a fine actor, gives his best performance
as a conflicted superhero, Batman, and a a strong start as a director. "use strict";
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